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Abstract 

Tumors are mostly characterized by genetic instability, as result of mutations in surveillance mechanisms, such as DNA 
damage checkpoint, DNA repair machinery and mitotic checkpoint. Defect in one or more of these mechanisms 
causes additive accumulation of mutations. Some of these mutations are drivers of transformation and are positively 
selected during the evolution of the cancer, giving a growth advantage on the cancer cells. If such mutations would 
result in mutated neoantigens, these could be actionable targets for cancer vaccines and/or adoptive cell therapies. 
However, the results of the present analysis show, for the first time, that the most prevalent mutations identified 
in human cancers do not express mutated neoantigens. The hypothesis is that this is the result of the selection oper-
ated by the immune system in the very early stages of tumor development. At that stage, the tumor cells charac-
terized by mutations giving rise to highly antigenic non-self-mutated neoantigens would be efficiently targeted 
and eliminated. Consequently, the outgrowing tumor cells cannot be controlled by the immune system, with an ulti-
mate growth advantage to form large tumors embedded in an immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment (TME). 
The outcome of such a negative selection operated by the immune system is that the development of off-the-shelf 
vaccines, based on shared mutated neoantigens, does not seem to be at hand. This finding represents the first 
demonstration of the key role of the immune system on shaping the tumor antigen presentation and the implication 
in the development of antitumor immunological strategies.
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Introduction
Somatic mutations occur in the genomes of all normal 
and neoplastic dividing cells. They are the result of errors 
occurring during DNA replication as well as exposure to 
exogenous or endogenous mutagens. However, if most of 
these mutations are repaired by cellular mechanisms, a 
minority remains fixed in the cell genome. Most of such 

fixed mutations are biologically neutral and already pre-
sent in the progenitor cell, before the transformation into 
the final clonal cancer cell (“passenger” mutations). The 
remaining ones are “driver” mutations that confer growth 
advantage on the cell, increasing survival or proliferation, 
and are selected. The accumulation of the driver muta-
tions over the lifetime of an individual will induce cell 
transformation and cancer development [1–3]. The num-
ber of mutations required to drive a cancer significantly 
varies across tumor types [4]. Studies have shown that 
carcinogenesis may be driven by a small number of driver 
mutations. In particular, one driver mutation per patient 
is sufficient in sarcomas, thyroid, and testicular cancers; 
and about four driver mutations per patient are needed 
in bladder, endometrial, and colorectal cancers [1, 2, 5]. 
The different mutations in cancer cells show different 
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rates. In particular, most cancers carry 1000 to 20,000 
somatic point mutations and a few to hundreds of inser-
tions, deletions, and rearrangements [1].

Such mutations in the genomic sequences of can-
cer cells may generate modified protein sequences, 
which may give rise to new epitopes unique to can-
cer cells. These mutated epitopes (“neoantigens”) are 
tumor-specific non-self-antigens efficiently recognized 
by the immune system. Therefore, therapeutic vaccines 
based on such neoantigens would elicit a T cell immune 
response that can exclusively target the tumor while 
sparing healthy tissue [6]. The presence and biological 
relevance of the T cell immunity against neoantigens in 
cancer patients is demonstrated by the higher clinical 
efficacy of Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) in tumors 
with high tumor mutational burden (TMB) [7–9] and 
with neoantigen-specific CD8 + T cells [10].

However, mutations and neoantigens are strictly indi-
vidual (private) and their identification requires a combi-
nation of high throughput omics bioinformatics pipeline 
for each cancer patient, whose reliability has not been 
fully proven yet. Indeed, a comprehensive meta-analysis 
of the literature showed that only < 2.7% of prioritized 
predicted neoantigens are recognized by patient-derived 
T cells [11]. This has been further confirmed by the 
tumor neoantigens selection alliance (TESLA) global 
consortium [12]. Neoantigens were predicted with dif-
ferent pipelines by each participating member from the 
same tumor sequencing data but only approximately 6% 
of such predicted neoantigens were recognized by the T 
cells.

In addition to the complexity and reliability of the 
approaches, which appear highly difficult to be applied 
on a large scale, this strictly personalized strategy may 
fail due to the high mutational rate of tumors, which 
drives a constant generation of new target mutated neo-
antigens in the same patient. This would require subse-
quent rounds of neoantigens identification and vaccine 
production. More than 100 active or completed clinical 
trials are listed in clinicaltrials.gov when searching for 
the terms ‘vaccine’ and ‘neoantigens’, but a clear clinical 
benefit has not been demonstrated [13]. Only recently, 
an early phase trial in pancreatic cancer has generated a 
clinical benefit in terms of prolonged recurrence free sur-
vival (RFS) [14].

In this framework, it would be of the highest priority 
to identify mutated neoantigens, derived from the most 
frequent mutations and shared among cancer patients, to 
develop off-the-shelf cancer vaccines.

The results of the present study show that, indeed, 
such shared mutated neoantigens are not predicted for 
the most frequent cancer mutations (substitutions and 
insertion/deletion) in association to the most frequent 

HLA alleles. This would strongly suggest that only cancer 
cells lacking immunogenic tumor-specific non-self neo-
antigens, “poorly-visible” to the immune system, have a 
growth advantage and proliferate to generate clinically 
visible tumors. Therefore, off-the-shelf cancer vaccines 
based on shared mutated neoantigens have low chance to 
be a feasible strategy.

Materials and methods
Selection of cancer mutations from TCGA 
The first 100 mutations reported at the TCGA database 
were selected for the study. Collectively, they represent 
55.8% of all mutations identified in human cancers.

Prediction of mutated neoantigens
Each of the wild-type (wt) proteins were downloaded 
from the UniProt database (https:// www. unipr ot. 
org). The amino acid sequences were manually modi-
fied, introducing the described mutation (substitu-
tion or insertion/deletion). The paired wt and mutated 
sequences from each protein were analyzed using the 
NetMHCpan 4.1 algorithm (https:// servi ces. healt htech. 
dtu. dk/ servi ce. php? NetMH Cpan-4.1) to predict the best 
nonamers with affinity values 0—400 nM to the 12 most 
frequent HLA-A and B alleles. Only those with an affinity 
value < 100 nM (strong binders – SB) were then selected 
for subsequent analyses.

Homology search for neoantigens in literature
The mutated neoantigens, identified as SB according to 
the NetMHCpan 4.1 prediction tool, were submitted to 
the Immune Epitope Database & Tools (www. iedb. org) to 
verify whether the predicted epitopes have been already 
described and validated in literature. The analysis was 
performed setting the parameters to search for epitopes 
with exact match in any host.

Statistical analysis
The statistical significance of the observed predicted neo-
antigens derived from either missense or InDel muta-
tions, was calculated based on the observed predicted 
neoantigens in all samples at TCGA. The normal distri-
bution was calculated as Z = (X − µ)/σ , where X is the 
experimental result; μ is the mean value; σ is the standard 
deviation. P value was calculated as left-tailed. The confi-
dence interval was calculated as µ± Z

σ√
n
 , where μ is the 

mean value; Z is the Z-score; σ is the standard deviation; 
n is the sample population.

https://www.uniprot.org
https://www.uniprot.org
https://services.healthtech.dtu.dk/service.php?NetMHCpan-4.1
https://services.healthtech.dtu.dk/service.php?NetMHCpan-4.1
http://www.iedb.org
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Results
Most frequent mutations in cancers
The total number of somatic mutations reported in the 
TCGA database is 190,632. They have been identified in 
14,254 cancer cases. The most frequent 100 mutations 
occur in 8074 cases, which represent 56.65% of all cases, 
and the top frequent mutation is the  BRAFV640E/V600E, 
found in 619/14,254 cases (4.34%) (Additional file  1: 
Table S1).

Among these 100 hot-spot mutations, 62% are mis-
sense mutations identified in 5967 cases (73.9%) and 
23% are frameshift mutations identified in 1417 cases 
(17.55%). In addition, 13% are stop-gained mutations 
identified in 610 cases (7.56%) (Fig. 1A). The TP53 pro-
tein is characterized by the highest number of different 
mutations (nr. 20), which cumulatively are identified in 
the highest number of cases (1487 of the 8074 cases, 18%) 
(Fig. 1B; Additional file 1: Table S2). Among the 100 hot-
spot mutations are included all the hot-spot mutations 

Fig. 1 Top 100 mutations identified in cancers at TCGA database. A Percentage of type of mutations; B percentage of tumors presenting mutations 
of the indicated proteins

Fig. 2 Frequency of HLA-A and B alleles considered in the study. A Frequency of individual alleles at global level; B and C Frequency of individual 
HLA-A and B alleles in each world population
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identified in each of the 51 primary cancer sites present 
in TCGA. The frequency of such hot-spot mutations 
in the different cancer sites is quite variable and broad, 
going from 3.10% of  TP53R175H identified in the retro 
peritoneum ca to 61.52% of  BRAFV640E/V600E in the thy-
roid ca. In particular, considering cancers with a high 
unmet clinical need (namely, < 20% 5  year overall sur-
vival  —  OS), the  IDH1R132H is found in 37.65% of brain 
ca; the  KRASG12D is found in 32.87% of pancreas ca; the 
 ACVR2AK437Rfs*5 is found in 14.13% of stomach ca (Addi-
tional file 1: Table S2).

Selection of HLA alleles for epitope prediction from top 
100 mutations.
In the quest for such shared TSAs, the peptide sequences 
including each of the top 62 missense mutations or 
derived from each of the 23 InDel mutations were ana-
lyzed for prediction of epitope binding to MHC class I 
molecules. Such analysis was performed including the 
12 most frequent HLA-A and B alleles that, collectively, 
cover 60% (HLA-A alleles) and 35% (HLA-B alleles) of the 
world population (Fig. 2A). In particular, HLA-A*02:01 is 
present in 44% of the European population and in more 
than 10% in all other populations, with exception of 
Southeast Asian, North African and Oceania. The HLA-
A*24:02 is present more than 10% in all populations, with 
exception of North African. Among the HLA-B alleles, 
the B*07:02 and 08:01 alleles show in Europeans a high 
prevalence of 21.8% and 20.6%, respectively. Further-
more, the B*40:01 allele shows a high prevalence in Aus-
tralians (16.4%) and Southeast Asians (19.1%). All other 

Table 1 Example of overlapping peptides from wt and missense 
mutated protein sequences for neo-epitope prediction. Mutated 
aminoacid residue is indicated in bold. In each overlapping 
peptide, the residue involved in the missense mutation is 
indicated in red

Fig. 3 Number of predicted neoantigens from missense mutations. The number of predicted neoantigens for each missense mutations are 
reported. The predicted affinity of such neoantigens, expressed in nM, is indicated with color-code
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Table 2 Predicted neo-epitopes derived from missense mutations with an affinity value to the HLA alleles < 100 nM (green 
highlighted).

The neo-epitopes pass the validation only when the corresponding wt epitope is a poor binder. The frequency of the validated neo-epitopes in the TCGA database is 
indicated. Identity to peptides in iedb is indicated

Fig. 4 High-affinity predicted neoantigens from missense mutations and HLA restriction. The number of predicted neoantigens for each missense 
mutations are reported with indication of the HLA restriction
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HLA-A and B alleles show low prevalence (< 10%) across 
populations (Fig. 2B,C).

Neoantigen prediction from the missense mutations.
In order to predict neoantigens from proteins with a 
single amino acid missense mutation, the amino acid 
sequence was downloaded from UniProt for each of the 
62 proteins. A 17mer peptide was selected, centered 
around the mutated residue (from − 8 to + 8), and over-
lapping peptides were designed with the mutated residue 

at each of the 9 positions (Table 1). The wt and mutated 
peptides were subjected to the prediction analysis, to 
assess the affinity to the 12 HLA-A and B alleles. The 
results on the 945 peptides analyzed showed that only 
49 mutated peptides (neoantigens) (5.18%) have an affin-
ity < 400 nM (Fig. 3; Additional file 1: Table S3).

However, only 20 (2.11%) have an affinity value to the 
HLA alleles < 100  nM and only 10 (1.06%) can be con-
sidered optimal neoantigens. Indeed, only for these, 
the corresponding wt-epitope shows very low affinity 
values to the HLA alleles (102–41,900  nM) and are not 
antigenic (Table  2). Six of such neoantigens are strong 
binders to a single HLA allele; one epitope  (GNA11Q209L 
FRMVDVGGL) is a strong binder to two HLA alleles 
(B*27:05 and B*39:01); two epitopes derived from the 
same  PIK3CAH1047L mutation and are strong binders to 
three HLA alleles (FMKQMNDAL, A*02:01 and B*08:02; 
ALHGGWTTK, A*03:01) (Fig. 4).

In order to verify the statistical significance of the 
observed low number of predicted neoantigens, we 
have considered all the mutations generating predicted 
epitopes in the 8547 samples present at TCGA (https:// 
gdc. cancer. gov/ about- data/ publi catio ns/ panim mune). 
Overall, 56.86% of all 1,327,063 missense mutations gen-
erate predicted epitopes. On the contrary, the 62 hot spot 
missense mutations analyzed in the present study gener-
ate only 10 mutations (16.13%). Therefore, the number 

Fig. 5 Z-score of the observed predicted neoantigens 
from the hot-spot missense mutations. The normal distribution 
of the percentage of predicted neoantigens from the 8547 samples 
present at TCGA. The Z-score of the observed predicted neoantigens 
from the hot-spot missense mutations is indicated. The result shows 
a statistically significant lower percentage than what expected 
(p-value = 0.006; 99.37% confidence level)

Table 3 Predicted neo-epitopes with an affinity value to the HLA alleles < 100 nM, derived from missense mutations, are listed with 
selected information

The peptide sequences include the mutated aminoacid residue (bold & underlined). Values in the column of the haplotypes indicate the predicted affinity (nM). TOT 
FREQ: frequency in the TCGA database; TOP FREQ: top frequency in specific tumor; TUMOR: tumor type in which the top frequency is reported

MISSENSE TOT FREQ TOP FREQ TUMOR

PROTEIN PEPTIDE A*02:01

PIK3CAH1047L FMKQMNDAL 89.17 0.31% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE A*03:01
PIK3CAN345K KILCATYVK 39.61 0.29% N/A N/A

PIK3CAH1047L ALHGGWTTK 35.26 0.31% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE A*24:02
CTNNB1S37F SYLDSGIHF 44.06 0.27% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*08:02
PIK3CAH1047L FMKQMNDAL 40.19 0.31% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*27:05
GNA11Q209L FRMVDVGGL 99.13 0.42% 42.50% Eye & adnexa

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*39:01
GNA11Q209L FRMVDVGGL 92.24 0.42% 42.50% Eye & adnexa

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*58:01
PIK3CAE726K KTQKVQMKF 15.89 0.21% N/A N/A

TP53R248W SSCMGGMNW 14.01 1.05% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*15:01
PIK3CAR88Q RQLCDLRLF 47.05 0.57% N/A N/A

https://gdc.cancer.gov/about-data/publications/panimmune
https://gdc.cancer.gov/about-data/publications/panimmune
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of observed mutations is significantly lower than what 
expected, with a p-value = 0.006 and a 99.37% confidence 
level (Fig. 5).

No neoantigens were predicted for HLA-A*01:01, 
A*26:02, B*07:02 and B*40:01; one neoantigen was pre-
dicted for HLA-A*02.01, A*24:02, B*08:02, B*27:05, 
B*39:01 and B*15:01. Only for HLA-A*03:01 and B*58:01 
were predicted more than a single neoantigen, three and 
two respectively.

The Immune Epitope Database & Tools (www. iedb. org) 
was interrogated in order to verify whether the predicted 

epitopes have been already described and validated in 
literature. The search returned only three peptides, the 
 CTNNB1S37F SYLDSGIHF peptide (PMID: 8642260; 
PMID:35122353), the  PIK3CAH1047L ALHGGWTTK 
peptide (PMID: 35484264; PMID: 37415627) and the 
 PIK3CAR88Q RQLCDLRLF peptide (PMID: 37415627). 
The first two are confirmed to be restricted to HLA-
A*24:02 and HLA-A*03:01, respectively. On the contrary, 
a discordance is observed for the  PIK3CAR88Q peptide, 
which has been reported as restricted to HLA-A*24:02 
while our analysis predicted a very strong binding to 
HLA-B*15:01 (14.01  nM) and a low binding to HLA-
A*24:02 (495.74 nM) (Table 2).

All the predicted neoantigens are identified in muta-
tions identified in a very low percentage of tumor sam-
ples, ranging from 0.21%  (PIK3CAE726K KTQKVQMKF) 
to 0.79%  (TP53R248W SSCMGGMNW). Only the 
 GNA11Q209L FRMVDVGGL epitope, restricted to HLA-
B*27:05 and B*39:01, is the most frequent mutation in 
uveal melanoma (42,50% of all cases reported in TCGA) 
(Additional file 2: Fig S1) (Table 3).

Neoantigen prediction from the frameshift mutations.
Similarly, neoantigen predictions from the 23 proteins 
with a frameshift mutation were carried out. The amino 
acid sequence was downloaded from UniProt for each 
of the proteins but, in this case, the selection of peptides 
for neoantigen prediction was different for the wt and 
mutated sequences. Indeed, as for the missense muta-
tions, the prediction of wt-peptides was based on a 17mer 
peptide, centered around the mutated residue (from − 8 
to + 8), and overlapping peptides were designed with 
the mutated residue at each of the 9 positions (Table 4). 
On the contrary, the prediction of the mutated-peptides 
was based on a sequence starting at position −  8 from 
the mutated amino acid residue and including the entire 
downstream protein sequence. The number of mutated 
peptides ranged from 4 to 62, according to the position 
of the newly generated stop codon along the shifted read-
ing frame. The wt and mutated peptides were subjected 
to the prediction analysis, to assess the affinity to the 12 
HLA-A and B alleles. The results on the 686 peptides 
analyzed showed that 103 mutated peptides (neoanti-
gens) (15.01%) have an affinity < 400  nM (Fig.  6; Addi-
tional file 1: Table S4).

Of these, 40 have an affinity value to the HLA 
alleles < 100  nM (5.83%) and only 9 (1.31%) include 
the mutated residue from which the frameshift starts 
(Table  5). The remaining 31 mutated epitopes cover 
the new sequence generated by the alternative open 

Table 4 Example of overlapping peptides from wt and 
frameshift mutated protein sequences for neo-epitope 
prediction.

Mutated aminoacid residue is indicated in bold and the downstream sequence 
from the alternative reading frame is indicated in italics. In each overlapping 
peptide in the wt and mutated sequence, the mutated residue is indicated in red

http://www.iedb.org
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reading frame. All of them can be considered optimal 
neoantigens given that the corresponding wt-epitopes 
either show very low affinity values to the HLA alleles 
(> 1000  nM), and are not antigenic, or are a completely 
different sequence and cannot be considered a “cor-
responding” epitope (Table  5). Only two of such neo-
antigens are strong binders to more than a single HLA 
allele:  (RFN43G659Vfs*41 TQLARFFPI) is a strong binder 
to three HLA alleles (A*02:01, B*08:02 and B*39:01); 
 (ARID1AD1850Tfs*33 WRIGGG TPL) is a strong binder to 
two HLA alleles (B*27:05 and B*39:01). All other epitopes 
are strong binders to a single HLA allele (Fig. 7A).

However, the “abnormal” mRNAs generated by the 
frameshift contain premature termination codons 
(PTCs), which are recognized and degraded by non-
sense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD). [15, 16] Moreo-
ver, even when PTC-containing mRNAs escape from 
NMD, truncated proteins are not generated due to a 
translational repression [17]. Therefore, these epitopes 
have very low or no real chance to be presented by 
cancer cells, implying that only 9 neoantigens (1.31%) 
derived from InDels could be taken into consideration 
(Fig. 7B).

Indeed, the 23 hot spot InDel mutations analyzed in 
the present study generate a total of 40 predicted neo-
antigens (1.74 per InDel), which falls in the normal dis-
tribution of the expected values derived from the 6610 
samples at TCGA with a confidence level of 99.99% 
(Fig. 8).

No neoantigens were predicted for HLA-A*01:01, 
A*02:01, A*03:01, A*24:02, A*26:02, B*40:01 and B*15:01. 
The HLA alleles with predicted neoantigens were HLA-
B*07:02, B*08:02, B*27:05, B*39:01 and B*58:01.

None of the predicted epitopes derived from the 
frameshift mutations were found in the Immune Epitope 
Database & Tools (www. iedb. org), indicating that they 
have not been already described and validated in lit-
erature. Moreover, all the predicted neoantigens are 
identified in a very low percentage of tumor samples, 
ranging from 0.22%  (ARID1A2F2141Sfs*59 WLRGTAWQL, 
VPLQCRRAV and LATPPSAAW;  BLMN515Mfs*16 
MKALISQEM, SQEMFSQAL, QEMFSQALL and 
KALISQEMF); to 1.23%  (RFN43G659Vfs*41 TQLARFFPI) 
(Table 6) (Additional file 1: Fig S2).

HLA polymorphism and neoantigen prediction in cancers.
The polymorphism of the HLA molecules taken into 
consideration in the present study greatly influences the 
array of peptides binding the HLA pocket.

Considering the missense mutations, the HLA-
A*03:01 and B*58:01 alleles are predicted to bind and 
present 3 and 2 mutated neoantigens, respectively. The 
HLA-A*01:01, A*26:02, B*07:02 and B*40:01 alleles do 
not bind and present any mutated neoantigens. The 
remaining ones bind and present a single mutated neo-
antigen (Fig.  9A). Considering the frameshift muta-
tions, the HLA-B*58:01 binds and presents 3 mutated 
neoantigens while the HLA-A*01:01, A*02:01, A*03:01, 

Fig. 6 Number of predicted neoantigens from frameshift mutations. The number of predicted neoantigens for each frameshift mutations are 
reported. The predicted affinity of such neoantigens, expressed in nM, is indicated with color-code

http://www.iedb.org
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Table 5 Predicted neo-epitopes derived from frameshift mutations with an affinity value to the HLA alleles < 100 nM (green 
highlighted)

PROTEIN PEPTIDE A*01:01 A*02:01 A*03:01 A*24:02 A*26:02 B*07:02 B*08:02 B*27:05  B*39:01 B*40:01 B*58:01 B*15:01 PASS 
RNF43659Wwt HPQRKRRGG 44963,38 47423,84 43492,50 46303,32 45410,26 2570,48 3106,32 33262,16 38811,26 46667,95 44150,12 43589,07 
RFN43G659Vfs*41 HPQRKRRGV 39833,57 42190,54 39904,33 42817,33 38548,44 73,06 160,65 27511,63 19359,49 41886,24 42010,14 41463,75 Y 

RNF43659Wwt GPSEPTPGS 43027,24 41481,24 41074,38 47136,85 42298,86 8346,36 38918,06 41612,50 35229,14 40540,12 38908,38 41718,88  
RFN43G659Vfs*41 VPPSPPLAL 35640,52 27552,15 34270,81 27048,82 31352,72 84,22 9163,54 34679,25 2734,68 24715,97 31419,27 27713,89 Y 
RFN43G659Vfs*41 TQLARFFPI 20921,15 35,39 12274,17 429,33 19908,60 9730,88 48,47 561,27 87,73 1563,53 8403,09 449,87 Y 

               

UBR5E2121Kfs*28 VQNQGHLLM 15941,7 7510,65 16071,19 8562,97 24230,62 13912,22 10767,75 5315,29 932,08 2256,74 7861,79 37,86 Y 
               

LARP4B163wt VLKKTLEFC 38160,8 5506,41 26725,33 32239,9 40718,16 34775,06 13611,76 35294,38 41055,3 40380,35 29582,33 15311,4  
LARP4BT163Hfs*47 VLKKHWNSA 30030,9 5226,21 14160,07 26932,6 26226,9 6484,76 59,58 21503,61 26517,1 34760,4 34033,93 3090,36 Y 
LARP4BT163Hfs*47 VTCILYHRW 14369,7 31471,33 25539,42 3274,92 27506,28 39284,03 29543,63 28032,67 41011,3 39219,88 12,22 19106,2 Y 
LARP4BT163Hfs*47 YHRWIVTSM 27486,6 21328,21 27782,05 9453,38 17416,71 3029,32 2397,29 6956,11 71,78 15675,85 23967,54 3411,6 Y 
LARP4BT163Hfs*47 TSMCQSQRW 13234,7 36351,27 29813,37 7442,94 18940,96 26276,9 21594,54 23793,12 33376,4 35661,72 10,43 10467,1 Y 

               

SPECC1N303Tfs*63 HQAPQVAML 30751 1507,82 27522,35 15258,83 10767,75 9257,82 7887,26 7090 80,74 1528,14 17939,61 181,9 Y 
SPECC1N303Tfs*63 QMLPTLSTL 33515,8 69,86 17421,61 5100,85 21890,24 7399,42 4421,92 12907,36 1868,46 13110,89 3917,56 259,59 Y 
SPECC1N303Tfs*63 TPLRVQSVL 35867,6 31516,66 35150,32 33352,25 31727,41 26,51 1311,98 28466,07 1412,66 25361,26 22527,95 27254,8 Y 
SPECC1N303Tfs*63 LRVQSVLLL 32094,4 21288,09 32058,34 18220,71 29443,75 23813,99 10944,53 46,92 223,95 15991,06 18453,44 16544,2 Y 
SPECC1N303Tfs*63 LLLGVPQTA 30989,8 72,97 22955,34 35114,21 37978,38 26596,1 14334,88 26576,83 18500,6 31316,45 22885,9 8993,32 Y 

               

ARID1A1850wt WRIGGGDTT 42057,5 38113,79 44153,45 41690,02 36897,71 31857,44 30081,01 4367,24 1333,07 27622,89 39344,85 32946,6  
ARID1AD1850Tfs*33 WRIGGGTPL 33262,9 14204,88 33402,81 23652,21 16911,61 4634,47 3507,53 51,15 6,08 3835,77 29509,75 5617,81 Y 

ARID1AD1850Tfs*33 CLPGLTHPA 21540,4 94,71 24117,89 19089,29 15016,1 18130,65 9974,46 25225,25 12815,7 31471,33 32775,22 7590,47 Y 
               

CTCFT204Nfs*26 NQKEQTALY 9354,88 33891,36 16460,46 29705,16 2770,99 34042,78 19198,24 17214,56 23179,2 21504,08 28402,99 58,38 Y 

CTCFT204Nfs*26 QRCRCVCLR 36903,7 34797,63 22424,11 34456,32 38704,33 40297,42 31570,92 94,17 32247,3 40397,39 33857,29 38268,4 Y 
               

CSMD3F3640Lfs*61 FLHLYLQDL 25302,6 34,8 31449,88 21888,35 23408,06 16595,48 214,57 3463,71 21527,6 5356,62 25624,11 31899,2 Y 
CSMD3F3640Lfs*61 YLQDLDFIF 4977,9 61,21 24088,16 284,22 12343,42 18992,67 5753,82 105,48 8020,48 3955,42 9411,74 2225,99 Y 
CSMD3F3640Lfs*61 SIQDVQFMK 23370,1 21553,47 89,24 31466,24 28839,33 35425,98 36299,4 27598,69 21073,1 39249,61 39395,53 25317,7 Y 

CSMD3F3640Lfs*61 ITMAKQLLK 7748,88 22712,74 9,19 23341,54 27126,78 29749,87 20557,19 22085,33 9741,62 38770,96 38642,8 6751,89 Y 
CSMD3F3640Lfs*61 CMTPTQSQW 23469,2 18926,62 22067,65 3424,25 22835,2 26377,73 23620,5 2285,61 21837,3 30404,61 32315,7 31,13 Y 

               

B2M15wt AVLALLSLS 33144 7768,27 12419,11 39422,83 27134,71 31004,58 31474,74 24480,96 39973,9 35457,43 16723,65 14974,9  
B2ML15Ffs*41 AVLALLSFW 28532,1 17037,23 14041,83 7605,84 14377,44 32131,97 27812,12 23003,58 40835,5 35299,34 32,16 5276,1 Y 

               

BRD3P24Rfs*24 SPTPASPAA 36619,7 30880,04 32935,55 42861,84 33705,59 82,17 13525,58 35074,33 5050 32530,4 33767,64 30248,1 Y 

BRD3P24Rfs*24 SPAARPTSC 39338 38975,38 35591,96 42539,81 39192,73 58,76 1031,16 36128,56 11640,4 38384,05 36409,12 33866,8 Y 

BRD3P24Rfs*24 TSCSTCRMW 19926,3 36883,75 31036,47 17277,63 30391,12 35618,92 32413,4 28924,01 39449,7 40500,66 30,06 14105,5 Y 
               

ARID1A22141wt LATPPFSRL 26799,8 14123,19 27427,52 16424,71 16900,26 3941,71 11272,01 24362,86 11429,5 22055 1750,71 7519,19  
ARID1A2F2141Sfs*59 LATPPSAAW 25302,6 28993,26 29795,95 14419,97 17309,44 7602,14 24297,04 28801,9 18275,8 27769,73 7,45 2881,67 Y 
ARID1A2F2141Sfs*59 WPTWLRGTA 30949 31140,75 33196,01 38810,41 28260,77 40,77 2436,27 21143,94 4030,38 30553,35 30280,2 28520,6 Y 
ARID1A2F2141Sfs*59 WLRGTAWQL 25460 65,54 18830 9975,21 16682,62 2052,27 226,76 7277,85 3186,59 13700,26 16825,46 1269,7 Y 
ARID1A2F2141Sfs*59 VPLQCRRAV 38163,7 27665,36 32700,84 37369,79 37915,14 9,78 1049,08 24823,99 8803,18 33282,68 34020,68 30561,9 Y 

               

BLM515wt NESSYFPGN 40349,8 41961,08 42937,04 42348,31 40843,48 43017,95 36150,45 33709,96 36061,4 22256,12 35694,92 35206,7  
BLMN515Mfs*16 MKALISQEM 28856,5 23544,46 33726,03 28694,9 23141,63 11925,17 5438,91 7815,23 85,03 6667,54 16450,32 1612,63 Y 
BLMN515Mfs*16 KALISQEMF 32033,7 28451,91 30910,47 6552,4 37016,07 23615,38 27026,01 23787,2 33954,1 26392,01 23,69 3627,61 Y 
BLMN515Mfs*16 SQEMFSQAL 19555,9 5648,15 32409,2 18990 30963,02 10069,77 4312,17 13846,75 35,43 502,2 32799,71 665,11 Y 
BLMN515Mfs*16 QEMFSQALL 22677,1 13243,2 29433,86 17547,22 22241,2 16224,59 14413,57 14435,26 2075,4 8,02 18951,82 5364,22 Y 
               

ZMYM2K1044Rfs*33 YQDTSLMMI 2378,56 50,68 27599,28 6661,62 30416,46 21304,22 12623,68 8557,78 194,02 1272,41 13439,8 4033,96 Y 
ZMYM2K1044Rfs*33 SLMMIVLTI 22112,6 20 6134,36 6061,39 25902,87 19120,09 838,48 13606,6 8797,27 20576,55 6866,75 1646,95 Y 
ZMYM2K1044Rfs*33 RLYQDTSLM 19606,3 230,18 1441,58 9310,15 11138,17 3041,96 8865,79 3857,83 7592,6 12327 1962,68 32,62 Y 

 

The neo-epitopes pass the validation only when the corresponding wt epitope is a poor binder
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A*24:02, A*26:02, B*15:01 and B*40:01 alleles do 
not bind and present any mutated neoantigens. The 
remaining ones are predicted to bind 1 or 2 mutated 
neoantigens (Fig.  9B). Overall, considering both types 
of mutations, the HLA allele predicted to bind and pre-
sent the highest number of mutated neoantigens is the 
B*58:01 (5 neoantigens), followed by the A*03:01 and 
B*39:01 (3 neoantigens). The HLA-A*01:01, A*26:02, 
B*40:01 alleles do not bind and present any mutated 
neoantigens. The remaining ones are predicted to bind 
1 or 2 mutated neoantigens (Fig. 9C).

Furthermore, the HLA alleles do influence the mutated 
proteins for which neoantigens are predicted. Indeed, 50 
out of the 62 top missense mutation (80.6%) as well as 12 
out of the 23 top frameshift mutations (52.2%) are not 
predicted to include neoantigens sequences binding to 
the most frequent HLA alleles. Most importantly, none 
of the missense and frameshift mutations identified in a 
relevant percentage of a specific tumor type, is predicted 
to include neoantigens sequences (Table 7). Looking the 
other way around, the percentage of tumor cases charac-
terized by missense or frameshift mutations, generating 
neoantigens in specific HLA alleles, is extremely variable, 

Fig. 7 High-affinity predicted neoantigens from frameshift mutations and HLA restriction. The number of predicted neoantigens for each 
frameshift mutations are reported with indication of the HLA restriction, considering the total number of mutations (A) or only those 
not including the product of “abnormal” mRNA (B)
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ranging from 42.5% (eye) to 0.17% (hematopoietic) with 
an average of 6.97% and a median of 2.42%. Considering 
the so-called big killers, the percentage range from 18.8% 
(colon) to 0.4% (prostate). Furthermore, for those with 
a high-unmet medical need, the percentage is 2.4% for 
pancreatic ca and 1.78 for brain ca (Fig. 10A).

However, the alleles more prevalently associated to the 
predicted neoantigens are not from the A locus, which 
overall has a 60% frequency in the general population. 
Indeed, most of them are predicted to be linked to alleles 
of the B locus, in particular HLA-B*58:01, which are 
among the less frequent and not equally distributed in 
the global population (Fig. 10B).

Discussion
The first 100 most frequent cancer mutations reported 
in the TCGA database were selected to predict shared 
mutated neoantigens that could be useful for develop-
ing off-the-shelf cancer vaccines and/or T cell therapies. 
Such a selection is significantly representative of all can-
cer mutations. Indeed, although the first 100 mutations 
represent a large minority of all somatic mutations in the 
database (100/193,061 = 0.005%), they cover 56.65% of all 
identified cancer mutations. Moreover, from the 100th 
mutation on, each of them is identified in a number of 
cases lower than 29/14,254 cases and, from the 19,000th 
mutation, in a single case.

The majority of mutations considered for the study are 
missense mutations (62%). The top 100 mutations con-
tain the most prevalent ones in the different cancer types, 
including those with a high unmet medical need (e.g. 
brain ca, pancreas ca, stomach ca). Indeed, the  IDH1R132H 
is the most prevalent mutation in brain tumors, the 
 KRASG12D in pancreatic cancer and the  ACVR2AK437Rfs*5 
in gastric cancer, which have a 5  year relative survival 

rates of almost 36%, 12% and 33%, respectively. There-
fore, if such mutations would generate shared tumor spe-
cific antigens (TSAs), they would be the optimal antigens 
for developing specific “off-the-shelf” immunotherapies 
for about one third of patients affected by these difficult-
to treat cancers.

To perform the prediction analyses, the proteins pre-
sent in the top 100 mutations were manually modified, 
according to the specific mutations. For the missense 
mutations, peptides were selected in order to have the 
mutated residue in each the nine positions  (P1 to  P9); 
for the frameshift mutations, peptides were selected 
also with the sequence downstream of the shifted read-
ing frame. Consequently, while the 945 mutated peptides 
derived from the missense mutations diverged from the 
corresponding wt peptides only for a single amino acid, 
the 686 derived from the InDels included also pep-
tides with a sequence completely different from the wt 
peptides.

The number of mutated peptides (neoantigens) with 
affinity < 400 nM to one of the 12 HLA alleles considered 
in the study is very low, 49 (5.18%) for the ones derived 
from the missense mutations and 103 (15.01%) for the 
ones derived from the frameshift mutations. However, 
the number significantly drops to 20 (2.11%) and 40 
(5.83%), respectively, when considering a higher affinity 
of < 100 nM. Indeed, only peptides with a predicted affin-
ity < 100 nM have been previously shown to have a 100% 
concordance with ex vivo binding assay [18]. Considering 
that a neoantigen can be classified as optimal only if the 
corresponding wt peptide is not antigenic, only 10 neo-
antigens (1.05%) are identified from the missense muta-
tions. Likewise, also the number of neoantigens derived 
from the frameshift mutations with a real chance to be 
presented by cancer cells drops to 9 (1.31%) given that 
the “abnormal” mRNAs generated by the frameshift con-
tain premature termination codons (PTCs) are recog-
nized and degraded by nonsense-mediated mRNA decay 
(NMD) [15, 16]. Moreover, even when PTC-containing 
mRNAs escape from NMD, truncated proteins are not 
generated due to a translational repression [17].

Considering both types of mutations, the HLA alleles 
associated with the highest number of predicted neoanti-
gens are from the B loci, namely the B*58:01 (5 epitopes), 
B*03:01 and B*39:01 (3 epitopes each), B*07:02, B*08:01 
and B*27:05 (2 epitopes each). The HLA-A*02:01, A*24:02 
and B*15:01 are associated with 1 epitope each. Of inter-
est, three of the HLA alleles (HLA-A*01:01; A*26:02 and 
B*40:01) are predicted to present no mutated neoanti-
gens. The HLA-A*02:01 and 24:02 are two of the most 
frequent alleles at global scale (about 40%), these findings 
imply that the vast majority of cancer patients at global 

Fig. 8 Z-score of the observed predicted neoantigens 
from the hot-spot InDel mutations. The normal distribution 
of the number of predicted neoantigens from InDel mutations 
in the 6610 samples present at TCGA. The Z-score of the observed 
predicted neoantigens from the hot-spot InDel mutations 
is indicated. It falls in the normal distribution of the expected values 
with a confidence level of 99.99% (p-value = 0.49)
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Table 6 Predicted neo-epitopes with an affinity value to the HLA alleles < 100 nM, derived from missense mutations, are listed with 
selected information.

FRAMESHIFT TOT FREQ TOP FREQ TUMOR

PROTEIN PEPTIDE A*02:01

RFN43 G659Vfs*41 TQLARFFPI 35.39 1.23% N/A N/A

SPECC1 N303Tfs*63 QMLPTLSTL 69.86 0.36% N/A N/A

SPECC1 N303Tfs*63 LLLGVPQTA 72.97 0.36% N/A N/A

ARID1A D1850Tfs*33 CLPGLTHPA 94.71 0.34% N/A N/A

CSMD3 F3640Lfs*61 FLHLYLQDL 34.80 0.28% N/A N/A

CSMD3 F3640Lfs*61 YLQDLDFIF 61.21 0.28% N/A N/A

ARID1A2 F2141Sfs*59 WLRGTAWQL 65.54 0.22% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE A*03:01

CSMD3 F3640Lfs*61 SIQDVQFMK 89.24 0.28% N/A N/A

CSMD3 F3640Lfs*61 ITMAKQLLK 9.19 0.28% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE A*24:02

N/A N/A N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*07:02

RFN43 G659Vfs*41 HPQRKRRG V 73.06 1.23% N/A N/A

RFN43 G659Vfs*41 VPPSPPLAL 84.22 1.23% N/A N/A

SPECC1 N303Tfs*63 TPLRVQSVL 26.51 0.36% N/A N/A

BRD3 P24Rfs*24 SPTPASPAA 82.17 0.24% N/A N/A

BRD3 P24Rfs*24 SPAARPTSC 58.76 0.24% N/A N/A

ARID1A2 F2141Sfs*59 WPTWLRGTA 40.77 0.22% N/A N/A

ARID1A2 F2141Sfs*59 VPLQCRRAV 9.78 0.22% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*08:02

RFN43 G659Vfs*41 TQLARFFPI 48.47 1.23% N/A N/A

LARP4B T163Hfs*47 VLKKHWNSA 59.58 0.43% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*27:05

SPECC1 N303Tfs*63 LRVQSVLLL 46.92 0.36% N/A N/A

ARID1A D1850Tfs*33 WRIGGG TPL 51.15 0.34% N/A N/A

CTCF T204Nfs*26 QRCRCVCLR 94.17 0.32% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*39:01

RFN43 G659Vfs*41 TQLARFFPI 87.73 1.23% N/A N/A

LARP4B T163Hfs*47 YHRWIVTSM 71.78 0.43% N/A N/A

SPECC1 N303Tfs*63 HQAPQVAML 80.74 0.36% N/A N/A

ARID1A D1850Tfs*33 WRIGGG TPL 6.08 0.34% N/A N/A

BLM N515Mfs*16 MKALISQEM 85.03 0.22% N/A N/A

BLM N515Mfs*16 SQEMFSQAL 35.43 0.22% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*40:01

BLM N515Mfs*16 QEMFSQALL 8.02 0.22% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*58:01

LARP4B T163Hfs*47 VTCILYHRW 12.22 0.43% N/A N/A

LARP4B T163Hfs*47 TSMCQSQRW 10.43 0.43% N/A N/A

B2M L15Ffs*41 AVLALLSFW 32.16 0.25% N/A N/A

BRD3 P24Rfs*24 TSCSTCRMW 30.06 0.24% N/A N/A

ARID1A2 F2141Sfs*59 LATPPSAAW 7.45 0.22% N/A N/A

BLM N515Mfs*16 KALISQEMF 23.69 0.22% N/A N/A

PROTEIN PEPTIDE B*15:01

UBR5 E2121Kfs*28 VQNQGHLLM 37.86 0.49% N/A N/A

CTCF T204Nfs*26 NQKEQTALY 58.38 0.32% N/A N/A

CSMD3 F3640Lfs*61 CMTPTQSQW 31.13 0.28% N/A N/A
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level (> 50%) cannot benefit from tumor-specific shared 
mutated neoantigens.

Overall, the percentage of tumor cases characterized by 
missense or frameshift mutations generating neoantigens 
in specific HLA alleles is low, variable and associated to 
low-frequent HLA alleles. Indeed, the average of tumor 
cases is 6.97% and a median of 2.42% with a wide range 
going from 42.5% (eye) to 0.17% (hematopoietic). 22 out 
of 31 tumors (71%) show a percentage of cases charac-
terized by mutations generating neoantigens lower than 
5% and most of the big killers (e.g. breast, lung, prostate, 
liver ca) as well as those with a high unmet medical need 
(e.g. pancreas and brain ca) are in the lower part of the 
list (< 5%). The number of observed predicted neoan-
tigens from the hot-spot missense mutations is signifi-
cantly lower than the expected ones. On the contrary, 
the number of observed predicted neoantigens from the 
hot-spot InDel mutations is perfectly comparable to the 

expected ones. This supports the hypothesis that, the first 
ones are selected by the immunological pressure, while 
the latter are not because they are not translated and not 
presented to the immune system.

However, also the few cancers with a relevant percent-
age of cases (> 10%) with mutations generating neoanti-
gens, these are associated to low prevalent HLA alleles. 
The  GNA11Q209L missense mutation, giving rise to the 
FRMVDVGGL epitope, is the most frequent mutation 
in uveal melanoma (UM) (42,50% of all cases reported 
in TCGA). Unfortunately, the clinical impact of this neo-
antigen appears to be very limited because UM is a rare 
tumor, with an average incidence rate of 5 per million 
globally [19] and the binding B*27:05 and B*39:01 HLA 
alleles are among the least frequent in the World. The 
two big killers colon and stomach cancers show 18.8% 
and 23.9% of cases which are characterized by mutations 
giving rise to shared neoantigens and could benefit from 

Table 6 (continued)
The peptide sequences include the mutated aminoacid residue (bold & underlined) or the newly generated sequence downstream of the frameshift (italics). Values 
in the column of the haplotypes indicate the predicted affinity (nM). TOT FREQ: frequency in the TCGA database; TOP FREQ: top frequency in specific tumor; TUMOR: 
tumor type in which the top frequency is reported

Fig. 9 Number of predicted neoantigens for each haplotype. The number of predicted neoantigens is indicated for each of the 12 haplotypes 
taken into consideration. The numbers are indicated in a top-down listing in a clockwise direction. Neoantigens derived from missense mutations 
are listed in panel A; those derived from frameshift mutations are listed in panel B; the total neoantigens are listed in panel C 
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cancer vaccines based on TSAs. Considering that they 
show and age-standardized rate (ASR) of 6.2 and 6.1, 
respectively, this would be a huge advancement in cancer 
therapy. Unfortunately, such neoantigens are mostly asso-
ciated to the B loci of the HLA, that show a prevalence 
much lower than 10%, and even lower than 1%, in world 
populations. This drastically reduce the potential applica-
tion of such therapy. The only exception is represented 
by the predicted neoantigens derived from  PIK3CAH1047L 
(FMKQMNDAL) and LARP4BT163Hfs*47 (VLKKH-
WNSA), linked to HLA-B*08:01, as well as the one 
derived from RFN43G659Vfs*41 (HPQRKRRGV), linked 
to HLA-B*07:02. Indeed, these two alleles cover 21.8% 
and 20.5% of the European population and, therefore, 
could represent a great opportunity for providing an 
additional therapeutic opportunity to European patients 
affected by such deadly cancers.

In conclusions, the search for shared mutated tumor-
specific neoantigens for developing off-the-shelf highly 
specific immunotherapies results in an unfortunate fail-
ure. The most frequent mutations, either missense or 
InDel, do not give rise to any predicted neoantigen with 
high affinity to the most frequent HLA-A and B alleles. 
Such evidence is likely to be the result of a very strong 
selection by the immune system in the very early stages 
of tumor development, which eliminates cancer cells 
expressing mutated immunogenic neoantigens. At that 
stage, the tumor cells characterized by mutations giv-
ing rise to highly antigenic non-self-mutated neoanti-
gens would be efficiently targeted and eliminated. The 
result is the selection of cancer cells expressing only wild 
type self-antigens and, consequently, able to escape the 
immune control. Finally, they will form tumor lesions 
embedded in a very immune-suppressive microenviron-
ment, which is difficult to be accessed by T cells (Fig. 11).

Therefore, cancer vaccines may only rely upon per-
sonalized mutated neoantigens, with all the caveats and 
limitations, or upon wild type over-expressed tumor-
associated antigens (TAAs), which may suffer from 
immunological tolerance. In order to overcome the lat-
ter drawback, non-self-antigens mimicking the TAAs 
(molecular mimicry), and able to elicit cross-reactive T 
cells, should be actively searched (i.e. antigens derived 
from microorganisms). This will provide the essential 
tool for developing off-the-shelf vaccines with the opti-
mal immunogenicity to elicit an efficient anti-tumor T 
cell immune response [20–23].

Table 7 Missense and frameshift mutations for which neo-
epitopes have not been predicted in any of the 12 haplotypes 
considered in the study

MISSENSE TOP FREQ FRAMESHIFT TOP FREQ

BCORN1459S ACVR2AK437Rfs*5 Stomach

BRAFV640E/V600E Colon, Skin, Thyroid APCT1556Nfs*3

BRAFV640M BCORL1P1681Qfs*20

ERBB2S310F GLI1G274Afs*6

FBXW7R465C JAK1K860Nfs*16

FBXW7R465H JAK1P430Rfs*2

FBXW7R479Q NPM1W317Cfs*12

FBXW7R505C PTENK267Rfs*9

FBXW7R505G PTENT319*

FGFR2S252W RPL22K15Rfs*5 Corpus Uteri

FGFR3S249C Bladder SALL4V995Ffs*14

GNAQQ209P ZMYM2K1044Rfs*33

HRASQ61R Adrenal gland

IDH1R132C

IDH1R132H Brain

KRASA146T

KRASG12A

KRASG12C Lung

KRASG12D Pancreas, Rectum

KRASG12R

KRASG12S

KRASG12V

KRASG13D

KRAS Q61H

NRASG12D

NRASG13D

NRASG13R

NRASQ61K

NRASQ61L

NRASQ61R Hematopoietic

PIK3CAC420R

PIK3CAE542K

PIK3CAE545K Cervix uteri, Larynx

PIK3CAH1047R Breast

POLEP286R

PTENR130G Uterus

PTENR130Q

TP53G245S

TP53H179R

TP53H193R

TP53I195T

TP53R175H Ovary, Esophagus

TP53R248Q

TP53R248W Bones

TP53R273C

TP53R273H

TP53R273L

TP53R282W

TP53V157F

TP53Y220C

Table 7 (continued)
For those, which are reported as top frequent in a specific tumor, the tumor 
types are listed (TOP FREQ.)
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Fig. 10 Predicted neoantigens in each tumor and haplotype. The percentage of cases with mutations predicting for neoantigens are indicated 
for each cancer (A); the percentage of neoantigens associated to each haplotype are indicated for each cancer (B)
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